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Sadhu Binning is an Indian immigrant to Canada living in Vancouver. He has published extensively in Punjab and in English in *Canadian Dimension* and *Toronto South Asian Review*. He is also involved with the Punjabi theater group “Vancouver Sath.”

Errol Black teaches Economics at Brandon University and is a frequent contributor to *Canadian Dimension*.

William K. Carroll is a sociologist at the University of Victoria and the author of *Corporate Power and Canadian Capitalism*.

Barbara J. Cooper lives in Waterloo, Ontario and has worked on a project on farm women with Gail Cuthbert Brandt.

Michèle Dagenais is a Ph.D. Candidate in History at the University of Montreal.

Joe Dolecki teaches at Brandon University.

Jacques Ferland is a Canadian historian at the University of Maine at Orono and a frequent contributor to *Labour/Le Travail*.

Nancy Forestell is a Ph.D. candidate at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.


Martin Glaberman is a faculty member in the College of Lifelong Learning at Wayne State University in Detroit and the author of *War-time Strikes*.

Larry Hannant is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of British Columbia.

Craig Heron, author of *Working in Steel*, and *The Canadian Labour Movement*, teaches History at York University.

Dominique Jean, a doctoral candidate at the University of Montreal, is currently living in London, England.

Margaret McCallum completed a University of Toronto Ph.D. thesis on the Ganongs in 1987. She currently holds a Canada Research Fellowship in the Canadian Studies Programme at Trent University, where she is studying law and social change in twentieth-century Canada.
